In this paper we study existence, dependence and optimal control results concerning solutions to a class of hemivariational inequalities for stationary Navier-Stokes equations but without making use of the theory of pseudo-monotone operators. To do so, we consider a classical assumption, due to J. Rauch, which constrains us to make a slight change on the definition of a solution. The Rauch assumption,, although insure the existence of a solution, does not allow the conclusion that the non-convex functional is locally Lipschitz. Moreover, two dependence results are proved, one with respect to changes of the boundary condition and the other with respect to the density of external forces. The later one will be used to prove the existence of an optimal control to the distributed parameter optimal control problem where the control is represented by the external forces.
Introduction
This paper is devoted to the study of Navier-Stokes equations involving subddifferential boundary conditions but without making use of the theory of pseudomonotone operators. We assume the nonslip boundary condition together with a Clarke subdifferential relation between the pressure and the normal components of the velocity. Navier-Stokes equations together with this type of boundary condition model, in practice, the motion of an incompressible viscous fluid that, when pumped into the domain, can leave through the orifices on the boundary and, by a mechanism allowing the adjustment of the orifice's dimensions, the normal velocity on the boundary of the fluid is regulated to reduce the dynamic pressure.
Let O be a bounded simply connected domain in R d with connected boundary ∂O of class C 2 (d = 2, 3). The stationary Navier-Stokes equations are described by the following system: the dynamic pressure p := p + 1 2 |u| 2 . The new formulation of the problem is then considered with the following boundary conditions: p(z) ∈ ∂j(z, u N (z)) and u τ = 0 on ∂O (1. 3) Here u N = u.n and u τ = u − u N n denote the normal and the tangential components of u on the boundary ∂O, n being the unit outward normal vector on ∂O. The multivalued mapping ∂j denotes the Clarke subdifferential of a locally lipschitz function j(x, .). In some important applications, but also in our current paper, the function j can be expressed as
for a locally bounded function Θ in R such that Θ(t ± 0) exists fo all t ∈ R. In this situation, we consider the following classical assumption introduced by J. Rauch [48] to study discontinous semilinear differential equations ess sup
This assumption will refer to us as Rauch assumption. Geometrically, it describes the ultimate increase of the graph of the function Θ. One of the most important advantage of this choice of j is that it simplifies tremendously the calculation of the subdifferential ∂j. In fact, due to K. C. Chang [6] , the subdifferential of j can be obtained by "filling in the gaps" in the discontinuous graph of Θ. Under Rauch assumption, the resulting weak formulation of the problem (1.1)-(1.3) is not a variational one but leads to the so-called hemivariational inequality. When regularized with the help of Galerkin method the problem becomes a semilinear differential equation as discussed, in its simplest form, in the seminal work of J. Rauch [48] . This simple remark allows us to say that the hemivariational inequality can be seen, at least in our context, as a limit of a sequence of semilinear equations involving nonmonotone discontinuous functions. It is fundamental to mention that, without any additional growth hypothesis on j, the Rauch assumption is sufficient to establish the existence of solutions to (1.1)-(1.3). Unfortunately, this condition does not make the functional
locally Lipschitz or even finite on the whole space. Because of this reason, the Aubin-Clarke result giving the relation between the subdifferential of J and j can not be used. One strategy to encounter this problem is to modify slightly the definition of being a solution of (1.1)-(1.3).
It is worth to mention that the theory of hemivariational inequalities was introduced for the first time by Panagiotopoulos [43, 44, 45, 46, 47] , who by applying the generalized gradient of Clarke-Rockafellar [12, 11, 49] studied such variational-like expressions to discuss solutions of a class of mechanical problems involving nonconvex and nonsmooth energy functionals. In the case of functions j expressed as in (1.4), hemivariational inequalities was extensively studied both in a mathematical and mechanical point of view, see [45, 46, 38, 39, 35, 40, 41, 42] for more details.
The hemivatiational inequalities for stationary and non-stationary Navier-Stokes equations was considered by many researches in recent years. For convex functions j(x, .), the problem has been studied by Chebotarev [7, 8, 10] . The boundary (1.3), in the convex case, has been also considered for the Boussinesq equations in [9] and in [21] for its evolution counterpart. In all these papers the considered problems was formulated as variational inequalities. In the nonconvex case, the formulation of (1.1)-(1.3) is no longer a variational inequality but it leads to an hemivariational inequality. In the stationary case, the problem (1.1)-(1.3) with nonconvex superpotentials j was considered by Migorski and Ochal [27] Migroski [26] , for non-newtonian case see [14] . In Orcliz spaces, hemivariational inequalities for Newtonian and Non-newtonian Navier-Stokes equations has been recently studied in [25] , [24] . Hemivariational inequalities for generalized Newtonian fluids are recently extensively studied see [13] and references therein, see also [23] for evolutionary Oseen model for generalized Newtonian fluid. For an equilibrium problem approach to hemivariational inequalities for Navier-Stokes equations we refer to [1] and [4] . For different aspects about nonsmooth optimization in the context of Navier-Stokes system we refer to [16, 17, 19, 20, 33, 31, 32, 33, 34, 50] The goal of this paper is threefold. We aim to (1) show the existence of weak solutions to the hemivariational inequality corresponding to the problem (1.1)-(1.3), (2) prove a dependence result of solutions with respect to the hemivariational part and to the density of the external forces, (3) formulate and study the distributed parameter optimal control where the control is represented by the density of the external forces.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give the formulation of the stationary Navier-Stokes equations with a subdifferential boundary condition as an hemivariational inequality. We give a slight different definition to this problem to have a solution. This definition is so defined to encounter the problem of the integrability and the local Lipschitzianity of J. We give in the end of this section an example illustrating the practicality of this model. In section 3, we make use of the Galerkin approximation method to regularize the problem. The existence of solutions to the regularized problem is proven by using the Brouwer's fixed point theorem. In addition a weak precompactness result is obtained by the Dunford-Pettis theorem. In section 4, we prove the existence of a solution to our problem and we discuss why, in our opinion the question of uniqueness is desperate even with a monotonicity assumption similar to the one in [27] . In section 5, we prove the dependence of the solution with respect to changes of the boundary condition by using an Aubin-Frankowski theorem. Finally in section 6, we first prove the dependence of solutions on external forces and use the result to prove the existence of an optimal control to a distributed parameter optimal control problem formulated by considering the external forces as controls.
Problem statement
Let O a bounded simply connected domain in R d with connected boundary Γ of class C 2 (d = 2, 3). We consider the following Navier-Stokes system: Re where Re stands for the Reynolds number). The nonlinear term (u.∇)u, called the convective term, is the symbolic notation of the vector d j=1 u j ∂ui ∂xj . The second condition, i.e div u = 0, expresses the fact that the fluid is incompressible.
In order to give a variational-like formulation of (2.1), we will use the approach developed by Chebotarev [7, 8, 9] , Konovalova [21] and Alekseevand Smishliaev [2] . By means of standard Lamb formulation [18, Chapter I], one obtain the following identities − ∆u = rot rot u − ∇ div u,
Using the expressions (2.2)-(2.3) and the incompressibility condition, the equation (2.1) can be reformulated as follows νrot rot u + rot u × u + ∇ p = f, divu = 0 in O. where p = p + 1 2 |u| 2 is the total heat of the fluid, or "total pressure" . We suppose that, on the boundary ∂O, the tangential components of the velocity vector are known and without loss of generality we put them equal to zero (the nonslip condition):
4)
where n is the unit outward normal on the boundary Γ and u N = u.n denotes the normal component of the vector u. Moreover, we assume the following subdifferential boundary condition:
where ∂j(ξ) is the generalized gradient of j at ξ and is given by
In order to give the weak formulation of the problem (2.4)-(2.5), we introduce the following functional spaces:
Let us denote by V and H the closure of W in the norms of H 1 (O; R d ) and
We Multiply the equation of motion (2.4) by v ∈ V and apply the Green formula, we have:
From the relation (2.5), by using the definition of the Clarke subdifferential, we have
(2.8)
The two relation (2.7)-(2.8) yield to the following weak formulation
the equation above is called an hemivariational inequality.
We have already mentioned in the introduction that the Rauch assumption is not sufficient to make the functional J locally lipchitz or even finite in the whole space V. Because of this reason, a slight modified definition of being a solution should be adopted. Define the space V as follows:
It is easy to prove that V is dense in V. Now, we are able to give what we mean by a solution of the problem (HV I).
is said to be solution of (HVI) if the following two relations are satisfied
Let us introduce the following operator E :
It is clear that the operator E is linear and continuous from the weak topology in L 1 (∂O, R) to the topology of V * . Moreover, the space V is dense in V, so by an extension result [3, Section 1.3], the operator E can be uniquely extended to a linear continuous functional from
The equation (2.9) can be written then as
or more compactly as Λ(u) = f for all v ∈ V For simplicity and if no ambiguity occurs, we write always our problem as
The above procedure has been extensively used by Naniewicz [36, 37] to study hemivariational inequalities with directional growth conditions. Such non standard growth conditions give arise to problems involving functionals J which are not locally liptschitz in the whole space.
In the following remark we will highlight the fact that there is an equivalence, in some sense, between the Navier-Stokes system (2.4)-(2.5) and the hemivariational inequality (2.9).
Remark 2.2. It's clear that the hemivariational inequality (2.9) can be derived from (2.4)-(2.5). Now we show that, in some sense, the converse also holds true. Let (u, ξ) ∈ V ×L 1 (∂O; R) be a solution to the problem (2.9), then by construction of V, we have divu = 0 and u τ = 0 on ∂O. Now, let us take an arbitrary element w in V ∩C ∞ 0 (O; R d ), then also w N = 0 and one obtains that
From Proposition 1.1 in Chapter I of Temam [51] it follows that there exist a distribution h such thatf u = ∇h. As a consequence we have
which, by multiplying by v and integrating by parts over O, implies
Comparing this equality with the one in (2.9) entails
As v is arbitrary, one can conclude that h ∈ L 1 (∂O, R) and h = ξ ∈ ∂j(z, u(z)) a.e. This shows the subdifferential condition (2.5).
The following example shows the practicality of our framework Example 2.3. The subdifferetial condition appearing in the problem (2.4)-(2.5) refers, in practice, to an artificial behaviour of the flow of the fluid through the boundary ∂O. The fluid pumped into O can leave the domain through the orifices on the boundary. By a mechanism allowing the adjustment of the orifices dimensions, the normal velocity on the boundary of the fluid is regulated to reduce the dynamic pressure on ∂O.
We consider the boundary condition (2.5) by given real numbers a and b such that 0 ≤ a ≤ b. The locally lipschitz function j :
For x ∈ ∂O, we have:
The condition u N > 0 refers to the fact that there is a flow through ∂O. The boundary condition u N = 0 means that there is no flow across the boundary. If u N ∈ (0, b), the orifices allow the fluid to infiltrate outside the tube. When the velocity of the fluid increases, the total pressure is a linear function which takes its values between 0 and p. If u N reaches the value b, a mechanism opens the holes more widely and allows the fluid to pass to the outside. As a result, the pressure drops to 0. Finally, its worth to mention that the dependence of j on the space variable traduces the fact that the subdifferential boundary condition can possibly take different values on the parts of ∂O. 
Regularized Problem
In the forthcoming study of the problem (2.9) we restrict ourselves to superpotentials j which are independent of z.
Let Θ ∈ L ∞ loc (R). For µ > 0 and t ∈ R, we define:
For a fixed t ∈ R, the functions Θ µ and Θ µ are increasing and decreasing in µ, respectively. Let
and let Θ(t) : R → 2 R be a multifunction defined by Θ(t) = Θ(t), Θ(t) From Chang [6] we know that a locally Lipschitz function j : R → R can be determined up to an additive constant by the relation
such that ∂j(t) ⊂Θ(t) for all t ∈ R. If moreover, the limits Θ(t ± 0) exist for every t ∈ R, then ∂j(t) = Θ(t).
In order to define the regularized problem, we consider the mollifier
where * denotes the convolution product and 0 < ε < ε 0 . Thus the regularized problem becomes:
Now and in order to define the corresponding finite dimensional problem (P ε ), we consider a Galerkin basis of V and let V n be the resulting n-dimensional subspace. This problem reads:
For the existence of solutions we will need the following hypothesis H(Θ) :
for some real number α, it is possible to come back to the situation where the Rauch assumption is imposed by simply replacing Θ by Θ − α and f by f − α. In fact if we assume (3.1) the problem (2.9) is equivalent to where Θ fulfill the Rauch assumption. This means that, without loss of generality, we can always consider the initial Rauch assumption (with α = 0).
Proof. From the hypothesis H(Θ) we obtain that
and analogously ess inf
In the above two inequalities we set x = ξ − t, |x − ξ| ≤ ε and enlarge the bounds for −∞ < x ≤ ε + ξ and ξ − ε ≤ x < ∞, respectively. Then the supremum and the infimum for ξ ∈ (−∞, −ξ 1 ) and ξ ∈ (+ξ 1 , +∞), respectively are formed and the bounds are enlarged by replacing ε + ξ by 1 − ξ 1 and ξ − ε by ξ 1 − 1(ε < 1); we obtain from H(Θ) that there exists ξ ∈ R such that
Thus we can determine a > 0 and b > 0 such that
and may write
is weakly continuous.
Proof. Let (u k ) k be a sequence converging weakly to u in V. By Rellich's compactness criterion we may pass to a subsequence, which we still denote as u k , so that u k N = u k .n converges to u N = u.n in L 2 (∂O) and then almost everywhere on ∂O. It then follows that also u k N ∨ u N and u k N ∧ u N converge to u N . Thus by applying Egoroff's theorem we can find that for any α > 0 we can determine Γ ⊂ ∂O with σ(Γ) < α such that u k N , u k N ∨ u N and u k N ∧ u N converge to u N unifromly on ∂O \ Γ.
Let µ > 0, there exists n 0 such that for all n ≥ n 0
By Lemma 3.3, we have for every z ∈ ∂O \ Γ:
where K 1 := K 0 σ(∂O). It then follows that
Remark 3.5. In Lemma 3.4 we proved more than the weak continuity of K ε . In fact, the proof leads to the fact that K ε is locally lipschitz which is a new fact in the literature. Proposition 3.6. Suppose that H(Θ) is satisfied Then the regularized problem (P n ε ) has at least one solution u εn ∈ V n . Moreover the sequence (u εn ) n is uniformly bounded on V.
Proof. Let i n : V n → V be the inclusion mapping of V n into V and i ⋆ n the dual projection mapping of
The regularized problem (P n ε ) can be written equivalently in the form
As the domain O is simply connected, it follows from [5] , that the bilinear form
generates a norm in V which is equivalent to the H 1 (Ω; R d )-norm. From this and from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality one can deduce that there exist some c > 0 such that where M is the coerciveness constant of N . By applying Brouwer's fixed point theorem (cf. [22] p.53) we obtain that (3.3) admits a bounded solution u εn .
Proposition 3.7. The sequence (Θ εn (u εn )) n is weakly precompact in L 1 (∂O).
Proof. The Dunford-Pettis theorem (cf. [15] , p.239) implies that it suffices to show that for each µ > 0 a δ(µ) > 0 can be determined such that for Γ ⊂ ∂O with
The inequality
In the last two inequalities we have used the boundedness of the solutions (u εn ) n , the estimate (3.2) and the relation 
From the relations (3.6), (3.8) and (3.9), the relation (3.5) results, i.e. that {Θ εn (u εn N )} is weakly precompact in L 1 (∂O).
Existence and uniqueness results
In this section we present an existence result the hemivariational inequality for Navier-Stokes systems under Rauch-Chang assumption H(Θ). The uniqueness result need an additional assumption on the variation of Θ. Proof. From Proposition 3.6, we have that u εn < c, where c is independent of ε and n. Thus as ε → 0, n → ∞ and by considering subsequences if necessary, we may write that u εn → u, weakly in V with u ∈ V. Then, by the compactness of γ the trace of V into L 2 (∂O, R d ), it follows that γ u εn → γ u, in L 2 (∂O, R d ) This implies that u εn N = γu εn . n → γu. n = u N in L 2 (∂O, R d ) and thus u εn N (z) → u N (z) a.e. z ∈ ∂O. Moreover due to Proposition 3.7 we can write that
By applying the properties of the Galerkin basis and a simple passageà la limite we obtain
and that the linear functional E : ξ → (ξ, v N ) L 1 ,L ∞ can be uniquely extend to the whole space with E (ξ) ∈ V * . Thus the expression (4.2) can be written in the form
, v) = f, v , ∀v ∈ V In order to complete the proof it will be shown that χ ∈Θ(u N (z)) = ∂j(u N (z)), for a.e z ∈ ∂O
As u εn N → u N a.e., then by applying Egoroff's theorem we can find that for any α > 0 we can determine Γ ∈ ∂O with σ(Γ) < α such that u εn N → u N , uniformly on ∂O \ Γ with u N ∈ L ∞ (∂O \ Γ). Thus for any α > 0 we can find Γ ⊂ ∂O with σ(Γ) < α such that for any µ > 0 and for ε < ε 0 < µ/2 and n > n 0 > 2/µ we have We take now v ≥ 0 a.e. on ∂O \ Γ with v ∈ L ∞ (∂O \ Γ). This implies
Taking the limits as ε → and n → ∞ we obtain that
and as µ → 0 that
Since v is arbitrary we have that
where σ(∂O) < α. For α as small as possible, we obtain the result.
Several of the arguments applied in the proof of this theorem are borrowed from the method developed in [48] for the existence proof for semilinear differential equations.
Remark 4.2. The question of uniqueness is more delicate. In fact even if we suppose the following monotonicity type assumption on Θ in the way did in [27] ess inf ξ1 =ξ2
a problem occurs when one needs to get estimates in L 2 (∂O) for xi ∈ L 1 (∂O), where (u, xi) is a solution of (2.9). But as L 2 (∂O) ⊂ L 1 (∂O) it may occur that ξ ∈ L 1 (∂O) \ L 2 (∂O) to the norm of V. As we have weak assumption and we don't make use of any type of growth conditions we we have in fact enlarged the space where we are looking for a solution. By doing so we loose any hope to prove a uniqueness result without a growth condition.
Dependance result
In this section we characterize the dependence of solutions on the hemivariational part, particularly on the functions Θ. Consider a sequence of functions Θ k converging in some sense to a function Θ ∞ . Our aim is to prove that the solutions u k constructed from Θ k converge to u ∞ corresponding to the function Θ ∞ . To do so we make the following hypothesis:
and Θ ∞ (t ± 0) exists for any t ∈ R. (iv) lim sup k→∞ Graph( Θ k (.)) ⊂ Graph( Θ ∞ (.)) (in the sense of Kuratowski, see).
Theorem 5.1. Assume (H k ) and (H ∞ ) hold and f ∈ V ⋆ . Let (u k ) k∈N denotes a sequence of solutions of the problem (2.9), where Θ is replaced by Θ k . Then there exists a subsequence of (u k ) k∈N (denoted by the same symbol) such that u k → u ∞ weakly in V, where u ∞ ∈ V is a solution to (2.9) corresponding to Θ ∞ .
The assumption (H k )(ii) is slightly stronger than the one needed usually to ensure the existence of solutions but not too restrictive. As we will see in the proof of the theorem one can always find a constant δ > 0 such that Θ k is positive in ]δ, +∞[ including for the discontinuities(which is not the case for the usual assumption). This Change allow us to have similar lower bound for the integral part, i.e. ∂O Θ k (u k N (z) u k N (z) dσ(z) which make it possible to obtain the boundedness of (u k ) k and the weak precompactness of {Θ k (u k N )} in L 1 (∂O).
Proof. The sequence (u k ) k∈N is bounded. In fact, from (H k ) (ii) we can find δ 1 > 0 and δ 2 > 0 such that
This in hand, one can prove in the same way as Lemma 3.2 that
Now by using the fact that u k is a solution of (2.9) by replacing Θ by Θ k , we have
which leads to, from (5.2) and the coerciveness of A , to α u k 2 − δ 1 δ 2 σ(∂O) ≤ c u k . If u k were unbounded(i.e. u k → +∞) it will leads to contradiction. Now, by considering a subsequence if necessary, we may write
Then, by the compactness of γ the trace of V into L 2 (∂O, R d ), it follows that
By Dunford-Pettis theorem, one can get, without much difficulties, the weak
for all v ∈Ṽ
It follows that
On the other handṼ is dense in V, and from the equality
By applying Egoroffs theorem we find that for any α > 0 we can determine Γ ∈ ∂O with σ(Γ) < α such that 
The latter inclusion follow from the assumption (H ∞ )(iv), where σ(Γ) < α. For α as small as possible, we obtain the result.
Optimal Control
In this section, we provide a result on dependence of solutions with respect to the density of the external forces and use it to study the distributed parameter optimal control problem corresponding to it.
Before we start to discuss the optimal control problem, we first prove the following auxiliary result.
Then for every {u n } n solution to the problem (2.9) corresponding to f n , we can find a subsequence (still denoted with the same symbol) such that u n → u in V and u is a solution to problem (2.9) corresponding to f .
Proof. Let f n , f ∈ L 2 (O; R d ) with f n → f weakly in L 2 (O; R d ). Then by Theorem 4.1, there exists (u n , ξ n ) ∈ V × L 1 (∂O; R) such that ξ n ∈ ∂j(u n N ) and
By the coerciveness of A , Lemma 3.2 and the continuity of the injection
One can see immediately that if u n V converges to +∞, so will do f n L 2 (O;R d ) , which means that {u n } n is in fact bounded(with bound independent of n). As V is a reflexive Banach space, we may assume, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, that there exists u ∈ V such that u n converges to u. in order to complete the proof it will be shown that ξ ∈ ∂j(u N (z)) for a.e z ∈ ∂O
To do this, we first show that ∂j(u n N ) ⊂ ∂j(u N ), for all n As u n N → u N for a.e. z ∈ ∂O, we can find, by Egoroff's theorem, that for any α > 0 we can determine Γ ∈ ∂O with σ(Γ) < α such that u n N → u N , uniformly on ∂O \ Γ (6.1)
with u N ∈ L ∞ (∂O \ Γ). Thus for any µ > 0 there exists n 0 such that for all n > n 0 we have |u n N − u N | < µ 2 , ∀∂O \ Γ By using triangle inequality, we have that = Θ µ (u N ) Analogously we prove the inequality Θ µ (u N ) ≤ Θ µ 2 (u n N ) Taking the limit as µ → 0 + , we obtain that ξ n ∈ Θ(u n N ) ⊂ Θ(u N ), ∀n ≥ n 0 , z ∈ ∂O \ Γ from which we conclude that ξ(z) ∈ conv Θ(u N (z)) = Θ(u N (z)), ∀ z ∈ ∂O \ Γ where σ(Γ) < α. For α as small as possible, we obtain the result.
We follow the Migorski [29] and we let U = L 2 (O; R d ) be the space of controls. For every f ∈ U, we denote by S(f ) ⊂ V ×L 1 (∂O; R) the solution set corresponding to f of the problem (2.9). It is then clear that, by definition, S(f ) is nonempty for all f ∈ U.
Let U ad be a nonempty subset of U consisting of admissible controls. Let F : U × V × L 1 (∂O; R) → R be the objective functional we want to minimize. The control problem reads as follows: Find a controlf ∈ U ad and a state (û,ξ) ∈ S(f ) such that F (f ,û,ξ) = inf {F (f, u, ξ) : f ∈ U ad , (u, ξ) ∈ S(f )} (6.2)
A triple which solves (6.2) is called an optimal solution. The existence of such optimal control can be proved by using Theorem 6.1. To do so, we need the following additional hypotheses:
H(U ad ) U ad is a bounded and weakly closed subset of U.
H(F )
F is lower semicontinuous with respect to U × V × L 1 (∂O; R) → R endowed with the weak topology. Theorem 6.2. Assume that H(Θ), H(U ad ) and H(F ) are fulfilled. Then the problem 6.2 has an optimal control.
Proof. Let (f n , u n , ξ n ) be a minimizing sequence for the problem (6.2), i.e f n ∈ U ad and (u n , ξ n ) ∈ S(f n ) such that lim n→∞ F (f n , u n , ξ n ) = inf {F (f, u, ξ) : f ∈ U ad , (u, ξ) ∈ S(f )} =: m It follows that the sequence f n belongs to a bounded subset of the reflexive Banach space V. We may then assume that f n →f weakly in V (by passing to a subsequence if necessary). By H(U ad ), we havef ∈ U ad . From Theorem 6.1, we obtain, by again passing to a subsequence if necessary, that u n →û weakly in V with (û,ξ) ∈ S(f ). By H(F ), we have m ≤ F (f ,û,ξ) ≤ lim inf n→∞ F (f n , u n , ξ n ) = m. Which completes the proof.
